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VALUE SETS OF SPARSE POLYNOMIALS
IGOR E. SHPARLINSKI AND JOSE´ FELIPE VOLOCH
Abstract. We obtain a new lower bound on the size of value set
V pfq “ fpFpq of a sparse polynomial f P FprXs over a finite field
of p elements when p is prime. This bound is uniform with respect
of the degree and depends on some natural arithmetic properties
of the degrees of the monomial terms of f and the number of these
terms. Our result is stronger than those which canted be extracted
from the bounds on multiplicities of individual values in V pfq.
1. Introduction
The value set of a polynomial fpXq P FqrXs over a finite field Fq of
q elements, is the set V pfq “ tfpaq : a P Fqu and we define V pfq “
#V pfq. A much studied problem is to estimate V pfq in terms of f .
An easy lower bound is V pfq ě q{ deg f as fpxq “ c has at most deg f
solutions for any c. This is essentially best possible in general but,
given conditions on f it can sometimes be improved. In this paper,
we study the question of bounding from below V pfq as a function
of the number of terms in f , rather than its degree. Specifically, if
fpXq “ a0`
řt
i“1 aiX
ni, we want to estimate V pfq in terms of t and q.
When the degree of f is much higher than t, the polynomial f is said to
be sparse. One can bound the number of roots of sparse polynomials
(see [CFKLLS00, Lemma 7]) and convert this to a lower bound on
V pfq, as above. Oftentimes, as described in [BCR16,CGRW17] a sparse
polynomial may have many roots. We prove, however, that for q “ p
prime one can give a nontrivial lower bound on V pfq, for f sparse,
even when equations of the form fpxq “ a have many roots in Fp. In
addition, this bound is always better than the one obtained from the
upper bound of [CFKLLS00, Lemma 7] on the number of roots, when
it applies, for t ě 9.
We obtain our results in three steps. First, using a monomial change
of variables we reduce the degree of the polynomial, as in [CFKLLS00].
Second, we bound the number of irreducible components of fpXq ´
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fpY q by adapting a result of Zannier [Z07]. Finally, we use the results
of [V89] to get our bounds.
We also give a special treatment in the case of binomials, via different
arguments and we obtain stronger results in that case.
We recall that the notations U “ OpV q, U ! V and V " U , are all
equivalent to the statement that |U | ď cV for some constant c which
throughout this work may depend on the positive integer parameter
t (the number of terms of the polynomials involved), and is absolute
otherwise.
2. Factors of differences of sparse Laurent polynomials
We say a polynomial gpX, Y q is a factor of rational function fpX, Y q
if it is a factor of its numerator (in its lowers terms).
The following result and its proof are motivated by a result in [Z07].
Theorem 2.1. Let K be a field of positive characteristic p and let
fpXq “
tÿ
i“1
aiX
ni P KpXq
be a nonconstant Laurent polynomial over K with ai ‰ 0 and nonzero
integer exponents n1 ă . . . ă nt with nt ě |ni|, i “ 1, . . . , t. If hpX, Y q
is an irreducible polynomial factor of fpXq ´ fpY q of degree d not of
the form X ´ αY or XY ´ α, α P K. Then d " mintp{nt,
a
nt{t2u.
Proof. Let X be a smooth model of the curve h “ 0. The genus of
X is at most pd´ 1qpd ´ 2q{2. On X , the functions x and y have at
most d zeros and d poles (on the line at infinity) so they are S-units
for some set S of places of X with #S ď 3d. Consider the functions
xni, yni, i “ 1, . . . , t which are also S-units. Let u1 “ xnt , u2 . . . , um be
a subset of these functions such that
u1 “
mÿ
i“2
ciui, ci P K,
and m minimal. Note that m ď 2t as the equation fpxq ´ fpyq “ 0
yields a relation of this form with m “ 2t but may not be minimal.
Note also that m ą 1. If m “ 2, then u2 is a power of y as, otherwise h
would be a polynomial in X which is clearly not possible. Let u2 “ ynj .
As, on the curve h “ 0, we have xnt “ c2ynj we must have nj ‰ 0 and
y “ cxnt{nj for some c (as algebraic functions) and plugging this into
fpxq ´ fpyq “ 0 and comparing powers of x yields nj “ nt or n1 (the
latter only if n1 “ ´nt) consequently, h “ X ´ αY or h “ XY ´ α,
α P K, contrary to hypothesis, so m ě 3.
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The ui are functions on X so
pu1: . . . :um´1q
defines a morphism X Ñ Pm´1 of degree at most 3dnt, since each
coordinate is a monomial in x or y or their inverses to a power at most
nt. If 3dnt ě p, the desired result follows immediately. If 3dnt ă p,
then [V85, Theorem 4] holds with the same proof in characteristic p ą 0
(as the morphism has classical orders by [SV86, Corollary 1.8]). Also
deg u1 ě nt so we get
nt ď deg u1 ď pmpm` 1q{2qpdpd´ 3q ` 3dq ! d2m2 ď d2t2
proving the desired result. 
3. Value sets of sparse polynomials
Here we only concentrate on the case of a prime field Fp, where p is
a prime.
We start with the following simple application of the of the Dirichlet
pigeonhole principle (see also the proof of [CFKLLS00, Lemma 6]).
Lemma 3.1. For an integer S ě 1 and arbitrary integers n1, . . . , nt,
there exists a positive integer s ď S, such that
sni ” mi pmod p ´ 1q and |mi| ! pS´1{t, i “ 1, . . . , t.
Proof. We cover the cube r0, p´ 1st by at most S cubes with the side
length pS´1{t. Therefore, at least two of the vectors formed by the
residues of modulo p´1 of the S`1 vectors psn1, . . . , sntq, s “ 0, . . . , S
fall in the same cube. Assume they correspond to S ě s1 ą s2 ě 0. It
is easy to see that s “ s1 ´ s2 yields the desired result. 
Furthermore, by [CFKLLS00, Lemma 7] we have:
Lemma 3.2. For r ě 2 given elements b1, . . . , br P F˚p and integers
k1, . . . , kr in Z let us denote by T the number of solutions of the equation
rÿ
i“1
cix
ki “ 0, x P F˚p .
Then
(3.1) T ď 2p1´1{pr´1qD1{pr´1q `O `p1´2{pr´1qD2{pr´1q˘ ,
where
D “ min
1ďiďr
max
j‰i
gcdpkj ´ ki, p´ 1q.
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We also use that by the Cauchy inequality
p2 “
˜ÿ
aPFp
#tx P Fp : fpxq “ au
¸2
ď V pfq
ÿ
aPV pfq
p#tx P Fp : fpxq “ auq2
“ V pfq#tpx, yq P F2p : fpxq “ fpyqu,
(3.2)
see also [V89, Lemma 1].
We are now ready to estimate V pfq.
Theorem 3.3. For any t ě 2 there is a constant cptq ą 0 such that
for any primes p and integers 1 ď n1, . . . , nt ă p´ 1 integers with
(i) max1ďjăiďt gcdpnj ´ ni, p´ 1q ď cptqp,
(ii) gcdpn1, . . . , , nt, p´ 1q “ 1,
for any polynomial
fpXq “
tÿ
i“1
aiX
ni P FprXs with ai ‰ 0, i “ 1, . . . , t,
we have V pfq " mintp2{3, p4{p3t`4qu.
Proof. We chose the integer parameter
(3.3) S “ Pp3t{p3t`4qT ,
and define s and m1, . . . , mt as in Lemma 3.1.
We see from Lemma 3.2 that for a sufficiently small cptq the condi-
tion (i) guarantees that there is c P F˚p such that
(3.4)
ÿ
iPI
aic
ni ‰ 0,
for all non-empty sets I Ď t1, . . . , tu.
We now fix some c P F˚p satisfying (3.4) and for the above s, we con-
sider the polynomial fpcXsq, then the values of fpcXsq in F˚p coincide
with those of
gpXq “
tÿ
i“1
biX
mi with bi “ aicni , i “ 1, . . . , t,
and, after collecting like powers of X , we consider two situations: when
gpXq is a constant functions and when gpXq is of positive degree.
We observe that due to the condition (3.4) the number of terms
of gpXq is exactly the same as the number of distinct values among
m1, . . . , mt.
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If gpXq is a constant then m1 “ . . . “ mt “ 0 and thus using that
sni ” mi ” 0 pmod p´ 1q, i “ 1, . . . , t, we also see that
s gcdpn1, . . . , , nt, p´ 1q ” 0 pmod p ´ 1q.
This implies that
S ě s ě p´ 1
gcdpn1, . . . , , nt, p´ 1q “ p ´ 1
which is impossible for the above choice of S, due to the condition (ii).
So we can now assume that gpXq is a nontrivial Laurent polynomial.
Furthermore, making, if necessary, the change of variable X Ñ X´1,
without loss of generality, we can assume that
mt “ maxt|m1|, . . . , |mt|u ą 0.
We now derive a bound on
N “ #  px, yq P F2p : gpxq “ gpyq( ,
which is based on Theorem 2.1.
If
?
mt ď p{mt then mt ď p2{3 and the result is trivial. We immedi-
ately obtain
(3.5) N ! mtp ! p5{3.
Hence we now assume that
(3.6)
?
mt ą p{mt.
First, in order to apply Theorem 2.1, we need to investigate the
factors of gpXq´gpY q of the form X´αY or of the form XY ´α with
α in the algebraic closure of Fp.
In fact for an application to N only factors of these forms with α P Fp
are relevant.
Let Gs Ď F˚p be the multiplicative subgroup of elements α P Fp with
αs “ 1. Note that Gs is a subgroup of elements of multiplicative order
gcdps, p´ 1q, and thus
#Gs “ gcdps, p´ 1q.
We show that for some γ P Fp factors of gpXq ´ gpY q of the form
X ´ αY and XY ´ α we have α P Gs and α P γGs, respectively.
Clearly, if gpXq´gpY q has a factor of the form X´αY then gpXq´
gpαXq is identical to zero. Since gpXq is not constant, we see that
α ‰ 0. Hence, denoting by m the multiplicative order of α in F˚p we
see that by the condition (ii) we have
m | gcdpm1, . . . , mt, p´ 1q “ gcdpsn1, . . . , snt, p´ 1q “ gcdps, p´ 1q.
Hence α P Gs.
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The factors of gpXq ´ gpY q of the form XY ´ α, α P K imply that
gpXq ´ gpα{Xq is identical to zero. This may occur only if for every
i “ 1, . . . , t there exists j “ 1, . . . , t with mi “ ´mj and αmi “ bi{bj .
In particular, there is some β P F˚p (which may depend on m1, . . . , mt)
such that
αgcdpm1,...,mt,p´1q “ β
which puts α in some fixed coset Gs. Hence there are at most s ď S
such values of α which contribute at most
(3.7) N0 ! pS
to N .
We proceed to get an upper estimate on N and notice that any
further contribution to N may only come from factors of gpXq ´ gpY q
not of the form X ´ αY or XY ´ α.
Asmt ! pS´1{t, all such factors h1, . . . , hk of gpXq´gpY q have degree
dj “ deg hj for which, then, by Theorem 2.1 and also using (3.6) we
derive
dj " mintp{mt,
a
mt{t2u “ p{mt ě S1{t, j “ 1, . . . , k.
and there are
k ď 2mt
mintd1, . . . , dku ! pS
´2{t
such factors.
Let N1 and N2 be contributions to N from the factors hj of degree
dj ă p1{4 and dj ě p1{4, respectively.
If a factor h has degree d ă p1{4 the number of rational points on
h “ 0 is Oppq by the Weil bound (see [L96]), so those factors all together
contribute
(3.8) N1 !
kÿ
j“1
djăp
1{4
p ď kp ! p2S´2{t.
The factors with degree d ě p1{4 contribute Opd4{3p2{3q by [V89,
Theorem (i)] and, in total they contribute
N2 “
kÿ
j“1
djěp1{4
d
4{3
j p
2{3.
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Using the convexity of the function z ÞÑ z4{3 and then extending the
range of summation to polynomials of all degrees, we obtain
(3.9) N2 ď p2{3
˜
kÿ
j“1
dj
¸4{3
ď m4{3t p2{3 ! p2S´4{p3tq.
Combining (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) we obtain
N ! pS ` p2S´4{p3tq
which with the choice S as in (3.3), becomes
(3.10) N ! pp6t`4q{p3t`4q.
Combining (3.5) and (3.10) with (3.2) we derive the result. 
We now consider the case of binomials in more detail.
Theorem 3.4. If fpXq “ X ` aXn P FprXs and
d “ gcdpn, p´ 1q and e “ gcdpn´ 1, p´ 1q,
then
V pfq " maxtd, p{d, e, p{eu.
Proof. Assume that d ď p1{2. There exists a positive r ď pp ´ 1q{d
with rn{d ” 1 pmod pp ´ 1q{dq so that rn ” d pmod p ´ 1q. Hence, if
x “ ur, then fpxq “ gpuq where gpuq “ ur ` aud.
The equation gpuq “ gpvq has degree maxtr, du in v so at most
pmaxtr, du ď pmaxtpp´ 1q{d, du ď p2{d
solutions, as d ď p1{2. By (3.2), we have V pfq " p2{pd “ p{d. If
d ą p1{2, note that d ą p{d.
Now, regardless of the size of d, notice that for every u with ud “ 1
the values fpuq “ u` a are pairwise distinct. Thus V pfq ě d.
Similarly, there exists s with spn´ 1q{e ” 1 pmod pp´ 1q{eq so that
sn ” e ` s pmod p ´ 1q. Hence, if x “ us, then fpxq “ hpuq where
hpuq “ us ` aue`s. The equation hpuq “ hpvq becomes, with v “ tu
the same as us` aue`s “ tsus` aue`ste`s and we get that either u “ 0
or 1` aue “ ts` auete`s, which has at most pe solutions. By (3.2), we
have V pfq " p2{pe “ p{e.
Furthermore, notice that for every u with ue “ c, where c is a fixed
non-zero e-th power with 1 ` ac ‰ 0, the values fpuq “ up1 ` acq are
pairwise distinct, and we can also add fp0q “ 0. Thus V pfq ě e.
The result now follows. 
We now immediately obtain:
Corollary 3.5. If fpXq “ X ` aXn P FprXs then V pfq ě p1{2.
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4. Comments
Theorem 3.4 extends, with the same proof, for arbitrary finite fields.
On the other hand, Theorem 3.3 is false as stated for arbitrary finite
fields. Indeed, the trace polynomial T pXq “ X ` Xp ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Xpt´1
has T pFptq “ Fp, so V pT q “ q1{t if q “ pt. The trace polynomial
can be combined with a monomial Xpq´1q{d for some divisor d to break
the linearity of T pXq. Clearly, for fpXq “ Xpq´1q{d ` T pXq we have
V pfq ď pd` 1qp.
We note that one can use Lemma 3.2 directly in a combination
with (3.2). However, in the best possible scenario this approach can
only give a lower bound of order p1{pt´1q, which is always weaker than
that of Theorem 3.3 for t ě 9.
If p is a prime such that pp´ 1q{2 is also prime, then it follows from
Theorem 3.4 that, for fpXq “ X ` aXn, a ‰ 0, 2 ď n ď p ´ 1, we
have V pfq ě pp ´ 1q{2. It can be proved that equality is attained if
n “ p´ 2 and a is a non-square. In this case the pre-image of non-zero
elements of Fp have zero or two elements and the pre-image of zero has
three elements. A different example is fpXq “ X´Xpp`1q{2, which has
V pfq “ pp ` 1q{2 and the pre-image of 0 has pp ` 1q{2 elements and
other pre-images zero or one elements.
For arbitrary primes, we have the following. Assume that d | pp´ 1q
and consider fpXq “ X ` aX1`pp´1q{d. Choose a, if possible, such that
pp1` aq{p1 ` ζaqqpp´1q{d “ ζ for all ζ with ζd “ 1. Then, if xpp´1q{d1 “ 1
and xζ “ p1 ` aqx1{p1 ` ζaq, then xpp´1q{dζ “ ζ and fpxζq “ fpx1q and
it follows that V pfq “ 1` pp´ 1q{d.
To see when we can find such a, let cζ be such that c
pp´1q{d
ζ “ ζ
with ζd “ 1. Consider the curve given by the system of equations
p1 ` uq{p1 ` ζuq “ cζvdζ in variables u and vζ , indexed by ζ ‰ 1 with
ζd “ 1. A rational point with u “ a ‰ 0 provides the necessary a.
The genus of this curve is at most dd{2 so by the Weil bound on the
number of Fp-rational points on curves (see [L96]), there is such a point
if p ą d2d. This construction succeeds if d ! log p{plog log pq.
We also conclude with posing an question about estimating the image
size of polynomials of the form
F pXq “
tź
i“1
pXni ` aiq
Although most of our technique applies in this case as well, investigat-
ing linear factors of F pcXsq ´ F pcY sq seems to be more complicated.
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